2015 Exhibition Program

current as at 8 July 2015 - subject to change

Exhibitions open Mon, Thurs - Fri 9am - 5pm, Tues - Wed 9am - 7pm, Sat 1 - 4pm (during exhibition periods)

20 January - 13 February 2015
**adorn**
(Adelaide Central Gallery)
This is an exhibition of small scale works to adorn your life, not just your body, including; Sue Boettcher, Liz Butler, Susan Frost, Helen Fuller, Anna Gore, Cj Jilek, Kate Kurucz, Glenn Kestell, Irene Kontakos, Jenna Pippett, Jessamy Pollock, Kate Sutherland, and Luke Thurgate.
**Opening** Tuesday 20 January 2015 | 5 - 7pm

image | Cj Jilek, Sake Set 1 and 2, 2014

24 January - 20 March 2015
**With a spring in my step * **
(Adelaide Central Gallery)
Shown in conjunction with the Adelaide Fringe Festival, participating artists include Lily Ahlefeldt, Cassie Broad, Nicholas Hanisch, Monika Morgenstern, Jess Taylor, and Ash Tower.
**Opening** Tuesday 24 February 2015 | 6 - 8pm

image | Monika Morgenstern, *Phil State 2* (detail) 2014

24 February - 20 March 2015
**Solo | Rob Gutteridge**
(Teaching & Studio Building)
A survey of recent paintings and drawings, following the artist's residencies in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and Beijing, China.
**Opening** Tuesday 24 February 2015 | 6 - 8pm

image | Rob Gutteridge, Spectacle (detail), 2014-15

31 March - 15 May 2015
**PP/VT (Performance Presence / Video Time)**
(Adelaide Central Gallery and Teaching & Studio Building)
Curator: Dr Anne Marsh
Presented by the Australian Experimental Art Foundation at Adelaide Central School of Art. PP/VT is supported through an Experimental Arts Grant, Australia Council.
**Opening** Tuesday 31 March 2015 | 6 - 8pm


18 May - 5 June 2015
**Provenance**
(Teaching & Studio Building)
The bi-annual Adelaide Central School of Art fundraiser auction, this exhibition will be held in the Teaching & Studio Building with auction held in the Gallery, featuring a wide variety of works for all tastes.
**Auction** Thursday 4 June 2015 | Open 5:30pm | Auction 7:00pm

image | Roy Ananda, *Hideous climb through the unfashioned realms* (detail), 2013, Photograph James Field, courtesy the artist and Dianne Tanzer Gallery + Projects

* Adelaide Fringe Festival
24 February - 20 March 2015
* ArtSpeak | Term 1
Thurs 5 March 12:45 - 1:20pm
Cassie Broad and Jess Taylor
Location: Adelaide Central Gallery

* ArtSpeak | Term 1
Thurs 2 April 12:45 - 1:20pm
Rob Gutteridge
Location: T&S Lecture Room

* AEAF Symposium | 15 May 2015
You Had to Be There
Location: Bradley Forum UniSA

* ArtSpeak | Term 2
Thurs 7 May 12:45 - 1:20pm
PP/VT Curator Dr Anne Marsh
Location: T&S Lecture Room

* Auctioneer James Bruce of Theodore Bruce Auctions
16 June - 17 July 2015
**abstract | narrative**
(Adelaide Central Gallery and Teaching & Studio Building)
Tom Borgas (SA), Kristian Glynn (Vic) and Yve Thompson (SA).
Abstract: of or relating to the formal aspect of art, emphasizing lines, colours, generalised or geometrical forms, etc., especially with reference to their relationship to one another.
Narrative: representing stories or events pictorially or sculpturally.
**Opening** Tuesday 16 June 2015  |  6 - 8pm

---

28 July - 21 August 2015
**CACSA Contemporary 2015**
(Adelaide Central Gallery)
An ambitious, innovative, multi-sited CBD Adelaide visual art project presenting artworks by 47 local contemporary visual artists, curated and delivered by the Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia.
Adelaide Central Gallery features Sasha Grbich and Sue Kneebone.
**Opening** Tuesday 28 July 2015  |  6 - 8pm

---

29 August - 25 September 2015
**Art of Medicine**
(Adelaide Central Gallery and Teaching & Studio Building)
An exhibition of work by Doctors and arts-engaged medical practitioners from Adelaide and rural South Australia.
**Opening** Saturday 29 August 2015  |  3 - 5pm

---

13 October - 30 October 2015
**Vicki West: mina lakapawa**
(Adelaide Central Gallery)
Adelaide Central Gallery features Vicki West, a Tasmanian Aboriginal artist of the Trawlwoolway people from the North East coast region. This exhibition is supported by TARNANTHI | Festival of Contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art, presented by the Art Gallery of South Australia in partnership with BHP Billiton and supported by the Government of South Australia.
**Opening** Tuesday 13 October 2015  |  6 - 8pm

---

7 November - 21 November 2015
**Wish you were here!**
(Adelaide Central Gallery)
The fourth annual exhibition of donated postcard sized works. In 2014 the third iteration of this exhibition included 366 exhibited works by 153 participating artists.
**Opening** Saturday 7 November 2015  |  5 - 7pm

---

5 December - 23 December 2015
**BVA (Hons) and BVA Graduate Exhibition 2015**
(Teaching & Studio Building)
Bachelor of Visual Art [Hons] and Bachelor of Visual Art
**Opening** Saturday 5 December 2015  |  5 - 7pm

---

* ArtSpeak | Term 3
**Thurs 16 July 12:45 - 1:20pm**
Yve Thompson
Location: Meeting Area
Ground Floor, T&S Building

* ArtSpeak | Term 3
**Thurs 30 July 12:45 - 1:20pm**
Tom Borgas and Luke Wilcox
Location: T&S Lecture Room

---

**SALA Festival Exhibition**
1-31 August 2014